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Exploratory analysis of COVID-19 patients using

principal component analysis, feature selection and

predictive algorithms

Abstract

A. Background

The novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged in late 2019 has shown that research done with open data could be
the cornerstone for overcoming the need for collaborative, optimized and urgent analysis. Although several articles have been
published, identification of variables that can have correlation with positive PCR results is still a challenge. In this paper we show
a concrete example of open data analysis from 910 patients attended in the hospital undergoing SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR in three
private institutions in São Paulo, Brazil.

B. Results

We performed an exploratory analysis using principal component analysis, feature selection and predictive algorithms to test
for associations between a number of laboratory test abnormalities and the SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR result. More concretely, we
found a set of 18 variables that showed some association with a positive PCR result.

C. Conclusion

Among these variables elevated lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) and d-dimer were the most correlated with a positive RT-PCR.
We developed a classifier that achieved 76% mean accuracy, 77% mean precision and 92% mean sensitivity to identify individuals
with COVID-19.

Index Terms

SARS-Cov-2, tests, prediction, Open data, Open Science, COVID-19, RT-PCR, machine learning
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II. BACKGROUND

The novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged in late 2019 in China. It has since become a pandemic, with almost

70 million cases and over 1.5 million deaths at the time of writing according to World Health Organization [1]. In an effort

to accelerate understanding of the newly-emerged SARS-CoV-2 virus, some institutions have perused a policy of rapid data

sharing [2]. For example, the São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP – Portuguese abbreviation), one of the main Brazilian

research funding agencies, has led an initiative, called the COVID-19 Data Sharing/BR repository, to publish open data on

Brazilian COVID-19 patients [3]. The published data include laboratory tests and clinical outcomes [4]. A relational database

model has been released to support the use of these data [5].

Real-time reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is the standard method to diagnose current infection

with SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent of COVID-19. The sensitivity (true-positive rate) of RT-PCR varies widely depending

on when the test is performed in relation to symptom onset [6]. Test performance also varies between RT-PCR kits [7]. The

potentially high false-negative rate justifies the use of additional clinical indicators, such as computed tomography images, to

rule the diagnosis in or out [8]. However, identification of correlation between exam variables and positive PCR results is still

a challenge in literature.

The growing availability of data generated in routine care – e.g., from electronic health records, administrative health

databases etc – can be exploited to identify additional clinical indicators of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Herein, we propose an

approach to filter relevant data from the FAPESP open data repository [3], aiming to answer the following question: is there a

set of low-cost laboratory results, or other parameters, that can aid the diagnosis of COVID-19?”. More concretely, we describe

the process of selecting relevant variables and the use of machine learning techniques to answer our research question.

III. RELATED WORKS

Research done with open data has some challenges. Although institutions may present the data in a predictable manner, the

case of the FAPESP dataset, the data itself is not always standardized. This is the case of the exam’s descriptions and the

reference value for the exams.

In [9] it is discussed common problems with open data sources of COVID19. The authors of [10] explored the FAPESP

dataset using limited data mining techniques and discuss inconsistencies and outliers present in this dataset, given that the data

is not standardized between institutions. Another working paper [11] discusses correlations between age, sex and Systemic

Inflammation in Individuals with COVID-19. This later article is another example of the problems of dealing with a dataset not

standardized with some missing values. In [12], the quality of open access image datasets is discussed and a pre-processing

method for these images in order to increase their quality is discussed.

After this first step of joining, standardising and clearing the data is overcome, knowledge discovery is the next challenge.

Some initiatives have been published to analyze a variety of issues such as SARS-CoV-2 virus-host interaction mechanisms

[13], chest X-Ray Images [14], presence of neuropsychiatric manifestations in COVID-19 adult patients [15], and establish the

difference between COVID-19 and community acquired pneumonia and other lung diseases [8].

IV. METHODS

We analyzed data from 910 patients attended in three private institutions in São Paulo, undergoing SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR

[3]. We performed an exploratory analysis using principal component analysis, feature selection and predictive algorithms to

test for associations between a number of laboratory test abnormalities and the SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR result.

A. Data sources

The data for this study was obtained from the repository COVID-19 Data Sharing/BR [3]. A full description of the repository

and programs used to process the information can be found in [5]. The repository contains anonymized patient data and

laboratory test results. The full dataset includes data from a private medical laboratory (Grupo Fleury), as well as patient

record information from Albert-Einstein and Sı́rio-Libanês hospitals. For a subset of patients attended in the hospitals the

clinical outcome is also recorded. There was a total 327,844 patients undergoing SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR (index PCR) in the

dataset. The number of tests included in the repository and the site where they were collected can be seen in Table 1.

TABLE I: Location where the exams were performed.

Sites where tests were collected Number of laboratory tests done

Private medical laboratory 5861700 (61%)

Hospital 3408303 (35%)

Intensive Care Unit 137209 (1.5%)

Inpatient ward 73346 (<1%)

Emergency Room 20373 (<1%)

Other 26115 (<1%)
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B. Overview of the analytic approach

Figure 1 presents an overview of our analytic approach. After the selection process, we normalized the value of exams of

the selected patients, as detailed in Section IV-B2. Then, we classified patients into two classes: positive and negative according

to the RT-PCR result, as presented in Section V-1. For this set of patients, we selected the respective other exams obtained

until two weeks before or after this RT-PCR date (Section V-2). The resultant set of exams was submitted to Machine Learning

algorithms as detailed in Section V-3.

Fig. 1: General view of the approach used to analyze the data.

1) Patient selection and timing considerations: The population of interest was patients undergoing SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR

testing in a hospital, and therefore in whom the diagnosis of COVID-19 was considered. In order to select patients meeting

these criteria we first filtered only cases in which the RT-PCR test was performed in an emergency department or inpatient

setting. Thus, the studied database included 910 patients. As a single patient could contribute multiple RT-PCR results, we

selected only a single instance of testing for each patient. In patients testing positive we selected the first positive result, as

this was likely to be closest in time to the onset of symptoms. Where an individual had multiple negative results we selected

only the first instance of testing.

Next, in order to include laboratory test that were performed close in time to the index RT-PCR, we defined a window of

two weeks either side of the RT-PCR test for inclusion of these variables. This was to ensure that the laboratory results were

in relation to the episode of care in which the RT-PCR was performed, and not related to another hospital admission. If an

exam was done more than once for the same individual in the time window, we considered the exam closest to the date of the

index RT-PCR.

2) Data normalization: The results of laboratory exams vary according to their reference range and units. For feature

selection and predictive algorithms, normalized values are required. Normalization was performed as follows:

• all instances of each laboratory test was selected in the database;

• where a reference range (upper and lower bound) was provided (e.g. glucose), we calculated the difference between the

observed result (e.g. recorded blood glucose level for a patient) and the mean of the upper and lower bounds for the given

laboratory test;

• where only an upper lower or upper bound was provided, we calculated the difference between the result and the upper

or lower limit provided;

• where there was no reference value (e.g. RT-PCR), numerically positive results were assigned a value of 1, and all other

results were assigned a zero value.

The final scaling between zero (miminum value found) and one (maximum value found), was made with sklearn’s Min-

MaxScaler [16].
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V. ANALYSIS STEPS

1) Patients classification: We divided the patients into positive and negative RT-PCR classes. Since the dataset was not

standardized in relation to RT-PCR result, we analyzed the dataset in order to identify descriptions that could be related to

negative or positive RT-PCR. The text of all variables was kept just as it was made available by the institutions (in Portuguese

language) in order to guarantee the reproducibility of the analysis.

Thus, we defined a POSITIVE COVID class, related to a subject tested positive for the virus covid at the time. The original

descriptions considered in this class were: “NOVO CORONAVÍRUS 2019 (SARS-CoV-2), DETECÇÃO POR PCR”, “PCR

em tempo real para detecção de Coron”, and “COVID-19-PCR para SARS-COV-2, Vários Materiais (Fleury)”.

All the remaining patients with descriptions different from those above mentioned were considered as belonging to negative

class. After this step, 629 (69%) individuals were considered within the negative class and 281 (31%) were considered as

positive class.

2) Selection of laboratory tests: we first selected the most frequently performed laboratory tests in the dataset. After

considering individual analytes, we found that many laboratory tests had a large amount of missing values and were not

clinically informative. Table II presents the laboratory test selected for analysis.

TABLE II: Variables (Laboratory tests and personal data) selected for analysis

Analytes included in the analysis Clinical description

Total bilirubin Liver function

Aspartate transaminase (AST) Liver enzymes

Alanine aminotransferase (ALT)

Creatinine Renal function

Urea

Hemoglobin Full blood count – individual cell counts

Leucocytes

Neutrophils

Platelets

Eosinophils

Basophils

Lymphocytes

Monocytes

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) Marker of cell turnover

d-dimer Fibrin breakdown product

Age Demographic characteristics

Sex

3) Analysis: to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset and verify the existence of correlations between the variables, we

used Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The chosen number of components was three and, as demonstrated by the graph in

Figure 2, they are able to explain more than 95% of variance in the data The variance explained by more than three components

is rather marginal and it was found to be enough these three components.

Fig. 2: The variance explained by PCA components was 1 (76%), 2 (90%) and 3 (96%)

.

In order to compare this technique with other means of testing for correlation between the variables (exams) and the

dependent variable (diagnosis) we used Decision trees and Logistic regression with lasso to also select the five most important

features in the data for patients from each class. The number of five variables was empirically set to explore the main features

of the data responsible for predicting the outcome and they represent 27% of the available variables.
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Logistic regression with lasso [17] is a method for feature selection that forces the algorithm to choose only some of the

variables available to predict the outcome. To predict which of the variables were the most important, the dataset was split into

two groups. The first is the training group (90% of the dataset), which was used to fit the model. The second group, the test

set, was not used. The other parameters used in this implementation were the standard ones in the scikit-learn implementation

of the algorithm. On the other hand, in order to test how accurate or possible it is for each variable to predict the diagnosis,

when compared to a gold standard test, their values were trained and validated with a random forest algorithm with a random

state set to 0 and the other parameters ere the standard ones in the scikit-learn implementation of the algorithm. This algorithm,

after multiple tests, was the best performing algorithm to predict the outcome and it works well with a set of datapoints with a

limited number of variables with a normalized range. The implementation used of these algorithms is the one found in python’s

library scikit-learn [16].

VI. RESULTS

A. Dimensionality reduction

After transforming the data to reduce the dimensionality it is possible to select only the most important variables for each

of the three principal components. For each class these are the five variables that have the highest correlation with the result,

positive or negative. The descriptions are presented as they were written in the original records in Portuguese Language.

• Class: POSITIVE COVID;

• Explanatory variables:

– ’AA NASCIMENTO’

– ’Dosagem de D-Dı́mero D-Dı́mero’

– ’sexo F’

– ’Dosagem de Desidrogenase Láctica Dehidrogenase Láctica’

– ’Hemograma Hemoglobina’

The first three variables are the most important and the biggest contributors to the components. In order to visualize the variables

and their importance in the components, Figure 3 presents the loading plot showing the data after transformation by PCA and

the three main variables as vectors, their size representing their importance in the components (x: Principal Component 1, y:

Principal Component 2). The reason why the data is split into two homogeneous groups is because of the sex, which separates

the data points in two.1

Fig. 3: Biplot of the Principal Component Analysis - main variables

It is important to emphasize that PCA creates a model based on the correlation of the variables and their variance.It can be

several variables that, alone, do not have the power to predict the outcome (diagnosis) or be individually correlated with the

outcome, but when considered together they may contribute to a component.

1The text of all variables was kept just as it was made available by the institutions in order to guarantee the reproducibility of the analysis
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B. Feature selection

The feature selection algorithms were used to select the five features that, for each class, are most correlated with the

diagnosis. These are the common variables found to be the most important by Logistic Regression with Lasso and Decision

Trees. There are overlaps between the variables found by PCA and the other algorithms indicated by the symbol * after the

variable name in Table III. The algorithm Logistic Regression with Lasso found only two variables with their beta coefficient

bigger than zero, meaning that only two variables were deemed to be relevant for the prediction according to this algorithm.

TABLE III: Variables selected by the algorithms.

Algorithm Variables selected

Logistic regression with lasso Age*

Sex *

D-dimer *

LDH

Decision trees LDH

Leucocytes

Basophils - manual differential

Total bilirubin

Eosinophils - manual differential

C. Diagnosis prediction

The variables indicated as discriminatory by the algorithms mentioned were confirmed by physicians based on the literature.

Lactic dehydrogenase has been shown to be altered in COVID-19 [18]. Furthermore, it has been evaluated as a biomarker for

lung infections caused by Pneumocystis [19]. Although not specific, an altered LDH could be an interesting suggestion of a

false-negative RT-PCR in patients with clinically suspected infection.

In recent studies D-dimer was described as a factor of prognosis in patients with COVID-19 [20]. In comparison to comunnity

acquired pneumonia, patients with COVID-19 presented higher D-dimer levels, which could represent a multifactorial increased

prothrombotic state [21]. Lactate dehidrogenase was also found to be increased in patients with COVID-19 and was related to

increased deterioration in patients with mild disease [22].

Hypercoagulability is an important aspect of COVID-19. Overall, the frequency of venous thromboembolism (VTE) was

found to be approximately 20% of patients in a literature review, and of stroke approximately 3%. Cumulative incidences

were reported as high as 49% at varying time periods. There was an unusually high frequency of pulmonary embolism and

the frequency of VTE was significantly higher in severely ill patients admitted to the ICU, compared to patients admitted

to regular wards [23]. Markers of coagulation are potentially interesting for prognosis. D-dimer is a degradation product of

hydrolysis of fibrin. A high D-dimer is nonspecific and often associated with various medical conditions such as infections,

trauma, or even hospitalization [23]. The higher the D-dimer in COVID-19, the higher is the risk in-hospital mortality [24].

This is found in other studies [25, 26]. In one study, patients with high D-dimer had 12 times the risk of presenting severe

COVID-19 [25]. The initial D-dimer level is higher in patients whose outcome is death than in survivors, and so is the peak

level of D-dimer [27]. Thus, in the presence of a suspected case of COVID-19 with a negative RT-PCR, an altered D-dimer

could be an interesting suggestion of a false-negative test.

Figures 4a, 4b and 4c show, respectively, accuracy, precision and sensitivity of Random Forest Algorithm to predict COVID-

19 diagnosis from the variables previously selected. As it can be noted, the accuracy has a mean value of about 76%, assuming

values from 70% to a little more than 85%. The precision has a mean of 77% and varies from 72% to about 83% in most

tests. The sensitivity has a mean value of 92% and ranges from 87% to 99%, depending on the random split of the data. In

the graphs, the triangle represents the mean and the orange line the median. The range is the set of values obtained in the

process of cross-validation, in which the data is randomly split into test and validation groups to test the model.

Furthermore, we estimate that between 13% and 18% of all the patients in our sample had been infected by SARS-CoV-2

even though their RT-PCR was negative, thus they were false-negative according to the algorithm in Figure 5. This was done by

splitting the dataset randomly 20 times and comparing the predictions made by the random forest algorithm and the diagnosis

made with RT-PCR.

There were no single variables with significant enough predictive power when considered alone. Then, all the variables for

the 910 patients were considered together, and the random forest classifier was repeatedly trained and validated using different

random parts of the dataset using sklearn’s cross-validation function.

VII. DISCUSSION

The main contribution of this paper is the use of filters designed by a medical team coupled with mathematical analysis.

Our mathematical analysis includes correlation, feature selection with PCA, logistic regression with lasso, and decision tree

algorithms using random forests to find laboratory tests and other variables associated with a positive RT-PCR. We found a set

of 18 variables that showed some association with a positive PCR result. Among these variables elevated lactic dehydrogenase
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(a) Accuracy

(b) Precision

(c) Sensitivity

Fig. 4: Results using Random Forest algorithm.

(LDH) and d-dimer were the most correlated with a positive RT-PCR. We developed a classifier that achieved 76% mean

accuracy, 77% mean precision and 92% mean sensitivity to identify individuals with COVID-19.

The diagnosis of acute ongoing infection by SARS-CoV-2 is made by RT-PCR, usually using oropharyngeal and nasopha-

ryngeal swabs. However, in a meta-analysis [28], the proportion of false-negative results varies according to the day on which

the specimen was collected. On the first day post exposure, the probability of a false-negative RT-PCR was practically 100%

in patients who were infected by the virus. This proportion decreased over time. On day 4, this probability was 38%. This

proportion reached a minimum of 20% on day 8 (equivalent to 3-4 days after symptom onset). Because of this high proportion

of false negative results, RT-PCR is an unreliable way of excluding the diagnosis of COVID-19 among suspected cases. The

implications are: the risk of patients transmitting the virus despite a negative test, especially in the hospital (to other patients

and healthcare workers); the false feeling of security that is conveyed by the test leading to non-adherence to preventive

measures; and minimizing the importance of symptoms and of clinical follow-up [29]. Finding laboratorial characteristics that

can suggest that patients are infected, despite a negative RT-PCR test, may direct clinical management and lead to measures

to prevent transmission. Especially if these are tests easily available and used for evaluating the clinical condition of patients

when they are attended in the hospital.

Lactic dehydrogenase has been shown to be raised in SARS-CoV-2 infection [18]. Furthermore, it has been evaluated as

a biomarker for lung infections caused by Pneumocystis [19]. Although not specific, an altered LDH could indicate a false-

negative RT-PCR in patients with clinically suspected infection.

D-dimer has been shown to be a prognostic factor in patients with COVID-19 [20]. In comparison to community acquired

pneumonia, patients with COVID-19 presented higher D-dimer levels, which could represent a multifactorial prothrombotic

state [21]. Lactate dehydrogenase was also found to be increased in patients with COVID-19 and was related to increased risk

of deterioration in patients with mild disease [22].
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Fig. 5: Percentage of predicted positives according to RF

Hypercoagulability is an important aspect of COVID-19. Overall, the frequency of venous thromboembolism (VTE) was

found to be approximately 20% of patients in a literature review, and of stroke approximately 3%. Cumulative incidences

were reported as high as 49% at varying time periods. There was an unusually high frequency of pulmonary embolism and

the frequency of VTE was significantly higher in severely ill patients admitted to the ICU, compared to patients admitted to

regular wards [23].

Markers of coagulation are potentially useful prognostic markers. D-dimer is a fibrin degradation product. A high D-dimer

is nonspecific and often associated with various medical conditions such as infections, trauma, or even hospitalization [23].

The higher the D-dimer in COVID-19, the higher is the risk of in-hospital mortality [24]. This is found in other studies [25,

26]. In one study, patients with high D-dimer had 12 times the risk of presenting severe COVID-19 [25]. The initial D-dimer

level is higher in patients whose outcome is death than in survivors, and so is the peak level of D-dimer [27]. Thus, in the

presence of a suspected case of COVID-19 with a negative RT-PCR, an altered D-dimer could be an interesting suggestion of

a false-negative test.

Research using open data has some challenges. The FAPESP dataset exemplifies some of these issues. Data are not always

provided in a standardized way, for example the labels and reference range can be different for the same laboratory tests. The

authors of [9] discuss common problems with using open data sources in the context of COVID-19 research. Data mining

techniques are necessarily limited due to inconsistencies and outliers present in routine clinical datasets [10] and the lack of

standardization in the data collection process.

This study has limitations. There is not sufficient information on the bias of subjects that were tested since there is no

additional information of symptoms. Since not all patients were tested for the same exams and the name of the exams are not

standardized, the accuracy of the model was tested and is presented given the available dataset and according to the methods

described above. The name of exams do not need to be standardized, since PCA only considers their variance, but the ideal

scenario is for the subjects to be tested for the same set of exams with a standardized measure for their reference value and

what is to be considered an abnormal exam.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This was an exploratory analysis of routinely collected clinical data from patients undergoing RT-PCR testing for SARS-

CoV-2 at hospitals in Brazil. We confirm previous reports showing that an elevated d-dimer and LDH are associated with

a positive COVID-19 diagnosis. Using a random forest algorithm we were able to classify patients with 76% accuracy.

Abnormalities in these laboratory results should alert the clinician to the possibility of a false-negative RT-PCR result when

the clinical suspicion is high for COVID-19. The analytic approach that we have presented, integrating expert opinion and

machine learning techniques can be applied to other routine clinical data sources.
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Figures

Figure 1

General view of the approach used to analyze the data.



Figure 2

The variance explained by PCA components was 1 (76%), 2 (90%) and 3 (96%)



Figure 3

Biplot of the Principal Component Analysis - main variables



Figure 4

Results using Random Forest algorithm.



Figure 5

Percentage of predicted positives according to RF


